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I am guilty! After publicly complaining about the existence of too many Python based web frameworks, after praising the merits of Django, Pylons, TurboGears, CherryPy, and web.py, after having used them professionally and taught them in University level courses, I could not resist and created one more: web2py.

Why did I commit such a crime? I did it because I felt trapped by existing choices and tempted by the beautiful features of the Python language. It all started with the need to convince my father to move away from Visual Basic and embrace Python as a development language for the Web. At the same time I was teaching a course on Python and Django at DePaul University. These two experiences made me realize how the beautiful features of those systems were hidden behind a steep learning curve. At the University for example we teach introductory programming using languages like Java and C++ but we do not get into networking issues until later courses. In many Universities students can graduate in Computer Science without ever seeing a Unix Bash Shell or editing an Apache configuration file. And yet these days to be an effective web developer you must know shell scripting, Apache, SQL, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and Ajax. Knowing how to program in one
language is not enough to understand the intricacy and subtleties of the APIs exposed by the existing frameworks. Not to mention security.

_web2py_ started with the goal to drastically reduce the learning curve, incorporating everything needed into a single tool that is accessible via the web browser, collapsing the API to a minimum (only 12 core objects and functions), delegating all the security issues to the framework, and forcing developers to follow modern software engineering practices.

Most of the development work was done in the summer of 2007 while I was on vacation. Since _web2py_ was released many people have contributed by submitting patches to fix bugs and to add features. _web2py_ has evolved steadily since and yet it never broke backward compatibility. In fact, _web2py_ has a top-down design vs the bottom-up design of other frameworks. It is not built by adding layer upon layer. It is built from the user perspective and it has been constantly optimized inside in order to become faster and leaner, while always keeping backward compatibility. I am happy to say that today _web2py_ is one of the fastest web frameworks and also one of the smallest (the core libraries including the Database Abstraction Layer, the template language, and all the helpers amounts to about 300KB, the entire source code including sample applications and images amounts to less than 2.0MB).

Yes, I am guilty, but so are the growing number of users and contributors. Nevertheless, I feel, I am no more guilty than the creators of the other frameworks I have mentioned.

Finally, I would like to point out, I have already paid a price for my crime, since I have been condemned to spend my 2008 summer vacation writing this book and my 2009 summer vacations revising it.

This second edition describes many features added after the release of the first edition, including CRUD, Access Control, and Services.

I hope you, dear reader, understand I have done it for you: to free you from current web programming difficulties, and to allow you to express yourself more and better on the Web.
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

WEB2PY [1] is a free, open-source web framework for agile development of secure database-driven web applications; it is written in Python[2] and programmable in Python. WEB2PY is a full-stack framework, meaning that it contains all the components you need to build fully functional web applications.

WEB2PY is designed to guide a web developer to follow good software engineering practices, such as using the Model View Controller (MVC) pattern. WEB2PY separates the data representation (the model) from the data presentation (the view) and also from the application logic and workflow (the controller). WEB2PY provides libraries to help the developer design, implement, and test each of these three parts separately, and makes them work together.

WEB2PY is built for security. This means that it automatically addresses many of the issues that can lead to security vulnerabilities, by following well established practices. For example, it validates all input (to prevent injections), escapes all output (to prevent cross-site scripting), renames uploaded files (to prevent directory traversal attacks), and stores all session information
server side. **WEB2PY** leaves little choice to application developers in matters related to security.

**WEB2PY** includes a Database Abstraction Layer (DAL) that writes SQL [3] dynamically so that the developer does not have to. The DAL knows how to generate SQL transparently for SQLite [4], MySQL [6], PostgreSQL [5], MSSQL [7], FireBird [8], Oracle [9], IBM DB2 [10] and Informix [11]. The DAL can also generate function calls for Google BigTable when running on the Google App Engine (GAE) [12]. Once one or more database tables are defined, **WEB2PY** also generates a fully functional web-based database administration interface to access the database and the tables.

**WEB2PY** differs from other web frameworks in that it is the only framework to fully embrace the Web 2.0 paradigm, where the web is the computer. In fact, **WEB2PY** does not require installation or configuration; it runs on any architecture that can run Python (Windows, Windows CE, Mac OS X, iPhone, and Unix/Linux), and the development, deployment, and maintenance phases for the applications can be done via a local or remote web interface. **WEB2PY** runs with CPython (the C implementation) and/or Jython (the Java implementation), versions 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 although "officially" only support 2.5 else we cannot guarantee backward compatibility for applications.

**WEB2PY** provides a ticketing system. If an error occurs, a ticket is issued to the user, and the error is logged for the administrator. **WEB2PY** is open source and released under the GPL2.0 license, but **WEB2PY** developed applications are not subject to any license constraint. As long as applications do not explicitly contain **WEB2PY** source code, they are not considered "derivative works". **WEB2PY** also allows the developer to bytecode-compile applications and distribute them as closed source, although they will require **WEB2PY** to run. The **WEB2PY** license includes an exception that allows web developers to ship their products with original pre-compiled **WEB2PY** binaries, without the accompanying source code.

Another feature of **WEB2PY**, is that we, its developers, commit to maintain backward compatibility in future versions. We have done so since the first release of **WEB2PY** in October, 2007. New features have been added and bugs have been fixed, but if a program worked with **WEB2PY** 1.0, that program will still work today.

Here are some examples of **WEB2PY** statements that illustrate its power and simplicity. The following code:

```python
1. db.define_table('person',
2.    Field('name', 'string'),
3.    Field('image', 'upload'))
```
creates a database table called "person" with two fields: "name", a string; and "image", something that needs to be uploaded (the actual image). If the table already exists but does not match this definition, it is altered appropriately.

Given the table defined above, the following code:

```python
form = SQLFORM(db.person)
```

creates an insert form for this table that allows users to upload images.

The following statement:

```python
if form.accepts(request.vars, session):
    pass
```

validates a submitted form, renames the uploaded image in a secure way, stores the image in a file, inserts the corresponding record in the database, prevents double submission, and eventually modifies the form itself by adding error messages if the data submitted by the user does not pass validation.

1.1 Principles

Python programming typically follows these basic principles:

- Don’t repeat yourself (DRY).
- There should be only one way of doing things.
- Explicit is better than implicit.

**Web2Py** fully embraces the first two principles by forcing the developer to use sound software engineering practices that discourage repetition of code. **Web2Py** guides the developer through almost all the tasks common in web application development (creating and processing forms, managing sessions, cookies, errors, etc.).

**Web2Py** differs from other frameworks with regard to the third principle, which sometimes conflicts with the other two. In particular, **Web2Py** automatically imports its own modules and instantiates its global objects (request, response, session, cache, T) and this is done "under the hood". To some this may appear as magic, but it should not. **Web2Py** is trying to avoid the annoying characteristic of other frameworks that force the developer to import the same modules at the top of every model and controller.

**Web2Py**, by importing its own modules, saves time and prevents mistakes, thus following the spirit of "don’t repeat yourself" and "there should be only one way of doing things".

If the developer wishes to use other Python modules or third-party modules, those modules must be imported explicitly, as in any other Python program.
1.2 Web Frameworks

At its most fundamental level, a web application consists of a set of programs (or functions) that are executed when a URL is visited. The output of the program is returned to the visitor and rendered by the browser.

The two classic approaches for developing web applications are:

- Generating HTML [13, 14] programmatically and embedding HTML as strings into computer code.

- Embedding pieces of code into HTML pages.

The first model is the one followed, for example, by early CGI scripts. The second model is followed, for example, by PHP [15] (where the code is in PHP, a C-like language), ASP (where the code is in Visual Basic), and JSP (where the code is in Java).

Here we present an example of a PHP program that, when executed, retrieves data from a database and returns an HTML page showing the selected records:

```php
<html><body><h1>Records</h1><?
mysql_connect(localhost,username,password);
@mysql_select_db(database) or die( "Unable to select database");
$query="SELECT * FROM contacts";
$result=mysql_query($query);
mysql_close();
$i=0;
while ($i < mysql_numrows($result)) {
  $name=mysql_result($result,$i,"name");
  $phone=mysql_result($result,$i,"phone");
  echo "<b>$name</b><br>Phone:$phone<br /><br /><hr /><br ">
  $i++;
}
?></body></html>
```

The problem with this approach is that code is embedded into HTML, but this very same code also needs to generate additional HTML and to generate SQL statements to query the database, entangling multiple layers of the application and making it difficult to read and maintain. The situation is even worse for Ajax applications, and the complexity grows with the number of pages (files) that make up the application.

The functionality of the above example can be expressed in web2py with two lines of Python code:

```python
def index():
    return HTML(BODY(H1('Records'), db().select(db.contacts.ALL)))
```